
Change is in the Air



Did You Know?



80% of your blood



70% of your brain





Less than 0.007%

of all the water on Earth

is available to drink



1 in 3
don’t have access

to safe drinking water



The emerging worldwide 

water shortage is 

real and serious



It’s been said,
we’re going to

run out of water

before we run out of oil.





It’s a thirsty world!



*

Th!nk
About 

it.

Atmospheric 
Water



Did You Know?



There is more water in the atmosphere than all the lakes, 
rivers and oceans combined that is constantly recycling.

Water in the Air

380,000,000,000,000,000  Three hundred and eight quadrillion gallons



Water from the Air!





The Process



Aquaboy Mini Bottler
3,000 bottles per 8 hour shift



Water Pouch

Packing 

Machine
•Fully automatic
•Excellent performance output
•(13) Speed: - 2000 pouch/hour 
•Superior grade stainless steel materials
•Less power consumption
•Precision operational function
•Longer  life of the machine
•Machine Dimension: L/W/H:-1200M.M.                                            

900M.M / 2100M.M.
•Machine Weight: - 325 Kg. (Approx)



The Technological Breakthrough

Present machines utilize vapor-compression cooling 

performed with a mechanical compressor powered by 

electricity



The Technological Breakthrough 



Aquaboy 10 Hybrid

Makes 5 to 10 gallons per day and scalable to commercial facilities.

No compressor or refrigeration used. 

Runs on minimal electricity, battery, propane/Natural gas or any other heat source 

such as the sun, vehicle, incinerator, biomass digesters

Ideal for oil, mining, bottling, agriculture, municipalities, military, humanitarian



Current Heat Source For Absorption System uses propane

Or natural gas at only 280 degrees Fahrenheit. 

The Aquaboy 10 uses 1.5 pounds or 1.26 liters of gas 

per day to make 5-10 gallons depending on humidity. 

Cost per liter is .015 per liter or $1.50 a cubic meter



MAKE IT

now
TO SAVE IT



AWS Water 

Saving Kit





now

YOUknow



We’re Changing the World

And we want YOU to be part of it!



Middle East and North Africa

Pu
re 

Water f rom Air

www.atmosphericwatersolutions.com


